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Abstract
Recent advances in sequencing techniques provide means to access direct
genetic snapshots from the past with ancient DNA data (aDNA) from
diverse periods of human prehistory. Comparing samples taken in the
same region but at different time periods may indicate if there is continuity
in the peopling history of that area or if a large genetic input, such as an
immigration wave, has occurred. Here we propose a new modeling
approach for investigating population continuity using aDNA, including
two fundamental elements in human evolution that were absent from
previous methods: population structure and migration. The method also
considers the extensive temporal and geographic heterogeneity commonly
found in aDNA datasets. We compare our spatially‐explicit approach to the
previous non‐spatial method and show that it is more conservative and
thus suitable for testing population continuity, especially when small,
isolated populations, such as prehistoric ones, are considered. Moreover,
our approach also allows investigating partial population continuity and
we apply it to a real dataset of ancient mitochondrial DNA. We estimate
that 91% of the current genetic pool in central Europe entered the area
with immigrant Neolithic farmers, but a genetic contribution of local
hunter‐gatherers as large as 83% cannot be entirely ruled out.
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Introduction
Neutral genetic diversity in human populations reflects past demographic
changes and migrations. While genetic data from contemporary humans has long
been the sole source of molecular data used to draw inferences on the evolution
and peopling history of their ancestors (e.g., 1), direct evidence from the past has
been recently recovered by sequencing ancient DNA (aDNA) from different time
periods and geographical regions (2‐6). Although full genomes are now
published with various coverage (e.g., 7, 8‐11), datasets belonging to the same
prehistoric “population”, defined either geographically or culturally, have mostly
been published for mitochondrial HVS1, such as for the Late Upper Paleolithic
and Neolithic era in central Europe and Spain (2, 6, 12). Those data have been
used to address questions on the population continuity (PC) through time in the
same area, in contrast to a genetic input or replacement due to the arrival of new
immigrants (2, 13). Ancient mitochondrial population samples have been studied
independently for different regions in Europe, and most of them revealed
regional genetic discontinuity through time, from prehistoric times until today,
meaning that the observed shifts in allele frequencies cannot be explained by
genetic drift alone. This conclusion applied to more than 83% of the tests for
population continuity applied in Europe (14).
In order to assess if two genetic samples from different time periods but taken in
the same geographic area (hereafter called “serial samples”) may be considered
as coming from a single population evolving under the sole effect of genetic drift,
a model‐based test has been developed and applied to mitochondrial data (2).
The framework of this test is to simulate serial genetic samples with the same
characteristics as the real ones (time period, sample size) issued from one single
panmictic population, and to compute an index of genetic differentiation
between those samples, usually the fixation index Fst. With a reasonable number
of simulations (usually several thousand), a distribution of genetic distances
between serial samples under the null hypothesis of PC is provided. If the
observed genetic distance between the real samples is above 95% of the
simulated ones, then the null hypothesis is rejected, meaning that genetic drift
alone is not able to generate the differences in genetic diversity between the
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serial samples. Genetic shift through demographic replacement or migration are
the factors commonly proposed to explain such a population discontinuity. For
instance, a population discontinuity between Paleolithic hunter‐gatherers (PHG)
and Neolithic farmers (NFA) from the same area could be interpreted as a large
demic replacement of PHG by NFA coming from another area. This test for PC is
thus heavily relying on the simulated distribution of Fst, and consequently on the
underlying model which must be as realistic as possible.
However, while being able to simulate complex scenarios and some very simple
levels of population structure, all the programs used so far to generate the null
distribution are not spatially explicit and do not consider ancestral migration of
genes among neighboring populations (15‐17). They thus make the strong
assumption that the ancestral lineages of people living today at a given place
have always been in the same area in the past. This assumption of panmixia, or
near panmixia, through time is questionable given the high mobility of humans.
Indeed, studies at micro‐regional levels have highlighted the major role played
by migrations in partially renewing the local genetic pool during a period as
short as a few generations (18‐21). Those rare studies incorporating ancient
population structure when analyzing aDNA, although in a simplified way, better
explain the data (6, 22, 23). Moreover, the incorporation of a spatial component
in the analysis of genetic data has already proven to generate insights on human
evolution, and even some counter‐intuitive results that were undetectable with
non‐spatial approaches (24‐27).
Here, we investigated PC through a spatially‐explicit approach by using a
modified version of SPLATCHE2 (28), allowing the sampling of genetic lineages
both over time and space. We explored the effects of incorporating spatial
migration as a fundamental element when testing for PC using aDNA. Moreover,
we also investigated how spatial and temporal heterogeneity, which usually
characterize aDNA population samples, may affect the analysis. Indeed, one big
difference that characterizes ancient and modern datasets is the temporal and
geographic heterogeneity present in the population samples. Because of the
scarcity of aDNA, lineages quite distant in time and space are often grouped
3
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together based on cultural or geographic criteria. For instance, the hunter‐
gatherers sample published by (2) encompasses ancient lineages with a range of
dates from 2,250 calBC to 13,400 calBC and a geographic range including
samples as distant as 3,000 km. By contrast, modern population samples are
much more homogeneous, in terms of time but also of geographical scale. If
temporal heterogeneity within population samples may be assumed in the
programs used so far to investigate PC, such as BSSC (15) and FastSimCoal (16),
spatial heterogeneity cannot. Our spatially‐explicit approach thus constitute a
solution to cope with these two dimensions simultaneously. In addition, our
approach allows to test for partial PC, contrary to previous approaches which
only tested for full (100%) PC. We applied our spatially‐explicit approach to a
real dataset of PHG and NFA samples from central Europe, in order to estimate
their relative genetic contribution to the modern gene pool of this area.

Materials and Methods
Spatially‐explicit simulation of ancient DNA
A modified version of the program SPLATCHE2 (28) allowing the sampling of
lineages at different time points was used, making it possible to reconstruct the
coalescent tree for genetic samples of different ages. This version improves
model‐based approaches previously used to test for PC with ancient DNA (15,
16) by considering the spatial dynamics of genes in a spatially‐explicit context.
Moreover, it allows testing for partial population continuity using the two
population layer mode of SPLATCHE and the admixture rate parameter γ (29).
The framework comprises as a first step the simulation of a population
expansion in a grid of demes exchanging migrants in a stepping‐stone fashion.
The area could be previously either empty or already occupied by a local
population. In a second step, a coalescent reconstruction is performed in order to
generate mitochondrial genetic diversity in samples of different ages and
locations drawn from the simulated population. The genealogy of simulated
lineages is reconstructed conditional to the density and migration rate calculated
during the first step (30). The genetic diversity of those lineages is simulated by
distributing mutations on the coalescent tree, using a mutation rate µ for a DNA
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sequence of a given length, which represents, in this study, the mtDNA HVS1
region. See the original description of SPLATCHE for more details on the
algorithms (28).
We used two spatially‐explicit frameworks:
(1) a virtual square map in which we explored the influence of the spatial
component when investigating the relationships between serial samples;
(2) a realistic European map, which was used to estimate the relative genetic
contribution of local PHG and incoming NFA to the genetic pool of Central
European populations.

Simulations on a square map
Comparison between spatial and non‐spatial models when investigating PC
The assumption of genetic continuity between two serial samples implies that
they descend from the same population and that the genetic differences between
them are only due to genetic drift and sampling (non‐spatial model, NSP) as well
as gene flow with neighboring populations (spatial models, SP). Where there is
continuity, the population evolves simply by continuously exchanging a small
amount of genes with its neighbors but without a large genetic input or
replacement from another differentiated gene pool. To represent PC, we thus
simulated the expansion of one population in a grid of demes exchanging
migrants (SP); or a simple demographic growth in a single deme (NSP). For SP,
we simulated the growth of a population of 100 individuals during 2,000
generations (~50,000 years for humans) from the center of a square map of
2,500 demes (50 x 50), as described in (27), with a carrying capacity K of 500
individuals each. A logistic equation controls the population growth at the deme
level with a growth rate r. This spatial model, SP, was compared to a non‐spatial
version, NSP, made up of only one deme with parameters adapted for the
purpose of comparison with the spatial model (see Figure 1): no migration (m =
0), the population growth was equal to 0.012 in order to reach K at the end of the
simulation, with K equal to the product of the number of demes and K in the
spatial model (500 individuals x 2,500 demes). Note that all parameters are
constant for the whole duration of the simulation if not indicated otherwise.
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of lineages simulated under
non‐spatial (NSP) and spatial models (SP) of population continuity.
The NSP representation stresses the geographical constraint imposed in
such models, with the individuals staying in the same geographical
location during the whole simulation. This constraint is absent in a
spatial model, with migration and population structure adding an
important realistic element.

For the spatial model, we performed several series of simulations with various
migration rates m (values 0.005, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1) in order to explore the effect
of population structure on the genetic differentiation between two serial
samples drawn from a continuous population. Nm is the migration rate m
multiplied by the size N of the deme, and defines the number of migrants Nm that
are distributed in the demes located adjacently (at maximum four: North, South,
East and West) at each generation. A high Nm means that the population is large
and interconnected while a small Nm means that the population is small and
isolated. For all scenarios, Nm is kept constant throughout the simulation, but we
also simulated a Neolithic scenario where Nm was changed from 5 to 50, 400
generations before present to reflect changes following the Neolithic transition
(31). This was done modifying m in all demes at the same time. We also
investigated the effect of various combinations of K (100,150 and 200) and m
resulting in the same Nm of 5 or 50.
For each simulation, two groups of 30 mtDNA lineages, called “population
sample” hereafter, were sampled in the center of the map at two different times:
a modern population sample at present (after 2,000 generations simulated) and
an ancient population sample 400 generations before the present (after 1,600
6
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generations simulated), which corresponds approximately to the Neolithic time
(~10,000 BP). A mutation rate µ = 3.3x10‐6 for DNA sequence of 300 bp was
simulated in order to approximate mtDNA diversity in European populations
(27).
A measure of genetic differentiation, Fst, between those samples was computed
using the software Arlequin 3.5 (32), providing a null distribution of genetic
differentiation under the hypothesis of PC. In order to better explore the
stochastic nature of the coalescent processes, 10,000 independent simulations
were performed for each scenario (combination of parameters). The final results
are presented as a distribution of Fst for each scenario. We used the same
software to compute the gene diversity within each sample (modern Hmod or
ancient Hanc). We also computed the average coalescent time
within population samples (ancient

between lineages

and within modern

average between them) and the average coalescent time

mod and the

between lineages

belonging to different population samples (between modern and ancient).

Simulation of spatial and temporal heterogeneity within ancient population sample
In two other series of simulations in the square world, we explored the effect on
the comparison between serial samples of spatial and temporal heterogeneity
between aDNA sequences belonging to the same ancient population sample. We
chose two different levels of population structure reflected by Nm values of 5
and 50, and varied the heterogeneity within the ancient dataset, dividing the 30
ancient lineages into five groups as shown by Figures 2A and 2C and described
below. Although the ancient dataset was divided into five groups of lineages, it
was considered as a single ancient population sample when computing Fst with
the modern sample, to reflect the kind of grouping usually made with real data
(2, 5).
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Figure 2 Effect of spatial and temporal heterogeneity within ancient population sample when
computing genetic distances between ancient and modern samples. Modern lineages are always drawn
in one single central deme. A), ancient lineages are drawn by groups of 5 in 5 different demes, separeted
geographically with increasing distance from the center, along the two diagonals. Shet7 is the most
dispersed and Shet1 the least. B) The Fst is calculated between the group of modern lineages and the group
of ancient lineages considered as one population sample. The Fst values are displayed for all sampling
schemes, in comparison with a homogeneous one (Hom, dotted horizontal line) for Nm equal to 5 (dark
grey) and 50 (light grey). C‐D) The same principle is applied for the variation in temporal sampling with
Thet4 as the most variable in terms of ages and the Thet1 the least.

For spatial heterogeneity, we tested seven different spatial configurations, all
with one group of five lineages in the deme located in the center of the map and
four other groups of five lineages each taken in four demes along the diagonals of
the square area – with increasing distance from the center deme (sampling
“Shet1” to “Shet7”).
For temporal heterogeneity, we tested four temporal configurations, with all
lineages taken in the central deme but at different times. One group of five
lineages is always drawn 400 generations before the present, but two other
groups of five are taken more recently, and the 2 others at more ancient points.
The temporal distance between groups increases from “Thet1” to “Thet 4”
scenarios.

Simulations on a European map
We then implemented our approach on a digital map of Europe divided in demes
of 100x100 km in order to investigate the genetic influence of the Neolithic
8
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transition in Central Europe using the two‐layers model designed by Currat and
Excoffier (29). The first layer represents the expansion of a PHG population of
100 individuals starting 1,600 generations ago (~40,000 years) from southern
Middle East. Each PHG deme has a carrying capacity (K) of 100 individuals
corresponding to 0.06 individuals/km2 (33, 34). The migration rate (m) and
growth rate (r) were calibrated to 0.15 and 0.2, respectively, using 500
generations as the time of colonization of Europe by Homo sapiens, following
Currat and Excoffier (29). The second layer represents the Neolithic expansion
starting from the Fertile Crescent 400 generations before the present (~10’000
years). The source NFA population is made up of 100 individuals. Each NFA
deme has a carrying capacity (K) of 1,000 individuals which corresponds to the
maximum density estimated for the LBK (LinearBandKeramic), equal to ~0.6
individuals/km2 (31). All density and carrying capacity values are given in
haploid effective size. For the Neolithic layer, the migration rate (m) and growth
rate (r) were calibrated to fit the dates of the Neolithic samples under study. A
migration rate m = 0.4 and a growth rate r = 0.53 were estimated, corresponding
to a speed for the spread of farmers in Europe equal to 1.13 km/y, in accordance
with what was estimated by (35). The gene flow between the two layers depends
on the parameter γ which represents the proportion of contact between
individuals from the two layers resulting in admixture). A γ equal to its minimum
0.0 means no admixture between HG and NFA and its maximum 1.0 means full
admixture. It also represents the assimilation rate or the proportion of hunter‐
gatherers adopting farming after contact with farmers.
In order to cope with the long persistence of hunter‐gatherers in central and
northern Europe (13), we modified the original model by lengthening the
cohabitation period in central Europe for 200 generations, until 5,000 years ago.
This modification allows us to sample in the hunter‐gatherer layer at the time
corresponding to the youngest hunter‐gatherer sample of our dataset (table 1),
otherwise the deme would be empty, all PHG having already been replaced by
NFA.
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Table 1 Characteristics of the ancient mitochondrial samples used in the analyses, including temporal and geographic
information.
Group

Hunter
Gatherer
Central
Europe

Early
Neolithic
Central
Europe
(LBK)

Abbreviation

PHG

NFA

Sample
Count

19

99

Site

Geographic
Region

Sample Age
(cal BCE)

Archaeological
Individuals
Latitude Longitude
references
Context
per site

Hohler Fels

Germany

13400

paleolithic

48.38

9.76

1

(2)

Bad Dürrenberg

Germany

6990‐6706

mesolithic

51.30

12.07

1

(2)

Hohlenstein‐Stadel

Germany

6743

mesolithic

48.55

10.17

2

(2)

Oberkassel

Germany

11641‐11373

paleolithic

50.71

7.17

1

(49)

Blätterhöhle

Germany

9210 ‐ 8638

mesolithic

51.36

7.55

5

(13)

Loschbour

Luxembourg

6147‐6047

mesolithic

49.77

6.24

1

(10)

Blätterhöhle

Germany

3922 ‐ 3359

neo FHG

51.36

7.55

8

(13)

Derenburg

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

51.87

10.91

20

(4,5,48)

Halberstadt‐Sonntagsfeld

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

51.90

11.06

31

(3,5)

Karsdorf

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

51.28

11.65

23

(3,48)

Naumburg

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

51.15

11.81

4

(3)

Oberwiederstedt 1,
Unterwiederstedt

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

51.67

11.53

8

(3,5)

Eilsleben

Germany

5000

LBK

52.15

11.22

1

(5)

Schwetzingen

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

49.38

8.57

4

(5)

Vaihingen

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

48.93

8.96

1

(5)

Seehausen

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

51.33

11.13

1

(5)

Flomborn

Germany

5500‐4775

LBK

49.69

8.15

6

(5)

In order to estimate the admixture rate γ between PHG and NFA during the
Neolithic transition in Central Europe, we applied an Aproximate Bayesian
Computation (ABC) approach using the ABCtoolbox (36). To cope with the
uncertainty of the six demographic parameters (migration rate, growth rate and
carrying capacity for both layers), we defined prior distribution centered on the
values estimated from the literature and described above. The parameter γ was
sampled from a lognormal prior distribution because variation of low γ values is
more influential than variation of high values regarding the amount of PHG
contribution to the NFA layer and we thus want to explore in more details lower
γ values. Hundred and sixty thousand simulations with distinct combinations of
parameters drawn from the prior distributions (Table 2) were done and used to
calculate the FST between the two samples (PHG and NFA) in central Europe. The
1,000 combinations of parameters that produced Fst values the closest to the
observed Fst were retained and used to estimate the most plausible parameter
10
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values. We mainly focused on the estimation of our parameter of interest: the
admixture rate γ, while the other parameters served to test the robustness of the
estimation of γ.
Table 2 Characteristics of prior and posterior distributions for the model’s parameters used in the
ABC estimation procedure.

prior
parameters distribution

Hunter‐
Gatherers
Layer
Farmers
Layer

min

max

mode

mean

posterior
HDI50 HDI50 HDI90 HDI90
median
lower upper lower upper

γ

Log normal

0

0.2

0.014

0.011

0.011

0.005

0.031 0.001 0.066

rPHG

uniform

0.2

0.4

0.336

0.301

0.301

0.262

0.352 0.216 0.386

mPHG

uniform

0.15

0.3

0.255

0.228

0.230

0.210

0.275 0.166 0.293

KPHG

uniform

50

150

115

100

100

83

rNFA

uniform

0.53

0.7

0.638

0.616

0.617

0.587

0.662 0.545 0.689

mNFA

uniform

0.4

0.8

0.629

0.609

0.612

0.549

0.717 0.447 0.781

KNFA

uniform

500 1500

812

987

977

668

128

1109

56

558

141

1410

γ, admixture rate between hunter‐gatherers and farmers layer; r, growth rate; m, migration rate; K, carrying
capacity

From the estimated γ values, we were able to estimate the proportion of genetic
replacement in Central Europe due to the incoming farmers following the same
procedure than Currat and Excoffier (29). We ran the model with the
combination of the best parameters and sampled 25 locations in central Europe
where the proportion of genes coming from the source population of NFA was
calculated. We did it with two values of γ: the point estimate and the value
corresponding to the upper limit of the 90% highest density interval (HDI).
We reproduced by simulation mitochondrial samples identical to real data in
terms of lineage number, location and age (Table 1 and Figure 3). We
reproduced the real dataset by simulating 99 Farmers and 19 Hunter‐gatherers
mitochondrial HV1 DNA sequences of length 344 (5 additional positions were
left out due to too many missing data in the whole dataset) , using a mutation
rate of 0.0000075 mutations/generation/site.
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Figure 3 Geographical locations of the Central Europe Hunter gatherers (orange) and Farmers (blue)
mtDNA sequences used in this study. The dashed‐line rectangle represents the longer cohabitation zone
between PHG and FA imposed in the model (map source: US National Park Service).

Results
Comparison between spatial and non‐spatial models when investigating PC
In comparison to a non‐spatial model, all spatial scenarios give larger Fst mean
and variance between the two serial samples simulated whatever the value of
Nm (Figure 4A and Table 3). Among the spatial scenarios, the Fst and its variance
tend to increase with the level of population structure. In other words, the Fst
increases when Nm decreases. For the “Neolithic” scenario, with a shift from Nm
5 to Nm 50, 400 generations before the present (~10,000 years), intermediate
values of Fst between Nm 5 and Nm 50 are found but slightly closer to Nm 5,
indicating that the “ancient” Nm is more influential than the recent one and
showing that demographic dynamics through time affect the simulated genetic
diversity. This is also visible with gene diversity which is more similar to the
ancient gene diversity than to the modern one (Table 3). Regarding the effect of
varying K and m for a same Nm value (5 and 50), the Fst between the two
samples slightly increases with the decrease of K (Figure S1). The genetic
diversity in both, ancient and modern samples, slightly decreases with K and the
12
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effect is stronger for Nm 5.

Figure 4 Effect of population structure on the genetic differentiation (Fst) between serial samples.
From a non‐spatial scenario (1 single deme) to spatial scenarios with increasing levels of population
structure between 2,500 interconnected demes (SP, with structure increasing proportionally with
decreasing Nm). A) Fst distribution for the scenarios tested and B) evolution of average coalescent times at
the intra population ( 0) and inter‐population levels ( 1).

Table 3 Statistics calculated for the different scenarios used to investigate the effect of population
structure and migration when testing for genetic differentiation between serial samples.

K

m

NSP

1250000

0

Nm50

500

FST

Hmod

Hanc

0.0002

0.9802

0.9560

1985 1985

1985

1985

0.1

0.0202

0.9610

0.9386

2024 1981

1992

1987

200

0.25

0.0236

0.9581

0.9357

2025 1976

1987

1981

150

0.33

0.0258

0.9549

0.9344

2022 1967

1983

1975

100

0.5

0.0288

0.9521

0.9310

2019 1959

1974

1966

Nm25

500

0.05

0.0351

0.9459

0.9254

2042 1964

1988

1976

Nm5to50

500

0.01 ‐ 0.1

0.0732

0.9586

0.8402

2015 1962

1761

1862

Nm5

500

0.01

0.1079

0.8608

0.8460

1992 1752

1819

1786

200

0.025

0.1496

0.8232

0.8058

1999 1678

1762

1720

150

0.033

0.1525

0.8173

0.8027

1995 1665

1757

1711

100

0.05

0.1647

0.8108

0.7879

2001 1656

1732

1694

500

0.005

0.1658

0.7829

0.7636

1886 1538

1657

1598

Nm2.5

mod vs anc

t1

t0 mod

t0 anc

t0

For the same set of simulations, we computed the average coalescent time
between lineages within population samples
13
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between lineages belonging to different population samples
Table 3). In a non‐spatial scenario,

and

(Figure 4B and

are similar because the coalescent

tree is “star‐like” and most of the coalescence occurs close to the root, at the
onset of demographic expansion when the population size is small with modern
and ancient lineages sharing common ancestors. For spatial scenarios,
decreasing m favors earlier coalescent events between lineages from the same
population sample, as shown by diminishing
average coalescent time

(Figure 4B and Table 3). The

between samples also diminishes but at a smaller

rate. Increasing the population structure thus results in a higher genetic
homogeneity within samples, and consequently more genetic differentiation
between samples, as measured by the Fst, which is proportional to
anc is slightly more affected than

̅
̅

(37).

mod. The particular cases of identical Nm

with varying K show that the decrease in
decrease in

̅

is more pronounced than the

, especially when Nm is small.

Influence of temporal and spatial heterogeneity within the ancient sample
We then varied the spatial or temporal heterogeneity within the ancient
population sample, both in a small‐structured population (Nm5, i.e. Paleolithic
hunter‐gatherers) and in a larger population with more gene flow (Nm50, i.e.
Late Neolithic famers or historical populations), and computed the Fst between
the ancient and the modern sample, taken from a single deme. Our results show
that spatial and temporal heterogeneity within the ancient sample decrease the
Fst compared to a homogeneous sampling. In addition, Fst tends to increase with
spatial heterogeneity (Figure 2B) and to decrease with temporal heterogeneity
(Figure 2D). Overall, these results show that variation in time and geographic
locations of lineages within the population samples influences the inter‐
population genetic relationships, and this is stronger when Nm is smaller.

Genetic effect of the Neolithic transition in Central Europe
We estimated an admixture rate γ between PHG and NFA in central Europe of
0.01 with a high density interval (HDI) varying from 0.001 to 0.066 (Figure 5 and
Table 2). This result means that around 1% of the contacts between PHG and
NFA resulted in the adoption of farming by PHG or to the birth of a child in the
14
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farming community. All the best parameter values are given in table 2. Our
model reproduces robustly the observed Fst as revealed by the marginal density
p‐value of 0.991 and the posterior predictive check (Figure S2). The quantile and
HDI distributions are quite uniform as expected for an unbiased estimation of γ
(Figure S3). When we translated the values of γ into the genetic input of
immigrant NFA, we get 91% with an HDI interval between 17% and 100%. It
means that the most likely local PHG genetic contribution is around 9% of the
current modern genetic pool but a much higher contribution (up to 83%) cannot
be ruled out.

Figure 5 Representation of the prior (in red) and
posterior (in black) distributions for the estimated
parameter γ from Fst.

Discussion
Including spatial dynamics of genes when investigating population continuity
To test if two serial genetic samples drawn from the same area at different time
are derived from a continuous population, a summary statistics measuring the
genetic differentiation between them is computed. Then, this real value is
compared to the distribution of equivalent statistics computed on virtual genetic
data modeled under a null hypothesis of PC. However, the PC test used to date
was non‐spatial in the sense that it simulated a single deme without considering
any population structure or migration, which are known to be important factors
15
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in human evolution (27, 38‐40). We demonstrate here that these two elements
affect significantly the test for PC as they increase the Fst obtained under the null
hypothesis to which the real data are compared. The comparison between
simulated and real data is made by computing a p‐value, which is the proportion
of simulated Fst values bigger than the empirical value, following the procedure
of (2). The model of PC is rejected if the p‐value is below a 5% threshold. So a
larger observed Fst is needed to reject the null hypothesis of PC when the spatial
dynamics of genes are considered.
When using a spatially‐explicit modeling framework, the amount of genetic
differentiation between samples, Fst, increases inversely to the composite
parameter Nm, which represents the amount of gene flow between populations
(Figure 4A). The increase of Fst together with the reduction of Nm is due to a
larger number of coalescent events between lineages belonging to the same
population sample (either ancient or modern, t0 in Figure 4B), while the average
number of coalescent events between lineages belonging to different samples are
much less affected (

1

in Figure 4B). Two effects occurring during the “scattering

phase” (41, 42) are involved in the decreases of

0.

First, lower m decreases the

probability of emigrating; lineages tend to stay longer in the deme where they
have been initially sampled, and are more likely to undergo a coalescent event.
Second, lower N increases the probability of a coalescent event between two
lineages located in the same deme, as it is proportional to 1/2N. If lineages
belonging to the same sample have more coalescence together (lower

0)

they

will tend to be more similar to each other, and more different from one another,
on average than the lineages of other samples. The effect of Nm on

1

is much

less, because going backward in time, as soon as lineages have left the initial
deme, corresponding to the “collecting phase” (41, 42), they have a very low
probability of encountering another lineage in the grid of demes, whatever the
value of Nm. Most of the remaining coalescent events occur close to the onset of
the expansion when the spatial distribution of the population and its size are
low. Testing for PC is more conservative and thus suitable using the spatially‐
explicit approach than the non‐spatial one, because a larger observed Fst is
necessary to reject the null hypothesis.
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Heterogeneity within ancient samples
Taking into account the spatial and temporal heterogeneity within ancient
population samples also affects the Fst simulated between ancient and modern
samples. When ancient lineages are taken from different demes or at different
time periods, Fst decreases between serial samples in all cases, while being
always below the NSP value (Figures 2B and 2D). This can be explained by the
fact that the ancient lineages are initially spread in various demes and have thus
a smaller probability of having a coalescent event between them during the
scattering phase, thus increasing t0. Consequently, the proportion of coalescent
events occurring close to the root of the tree increases with sampling variance
and the differentiation between samples diminishes. It is worth noting that the
increase of spatial and temporal heterogeneity have different effects. While Fst
tends to decrease with temporal heterogeneity, it tends to increase with spatial
heterogeneity, but in a model that includes spatial or temporal heterogeneity, it
still stays below the Fst measured using a homogeneous population sample. This
result shows that not only the variation in time but also the geographic variation
matters when testing for serial inter‐population genetic relationships. Fst rises
with spatial heterogeneity (but still below homogeneity) within the ancient
sample because the location of the ancient lineages covers a larger area, on
average, than the location of the modern lineages (all from the central deme).
Consequently, because they are distant from the center, ancient lineages have a
higher probability of having coalescence among them than with modern lineages.
Temporal heterogeneity has the opposite effect. The geographical origin of all
ancient lineages is the location of the modern lineages (central deme) but when
heterogeneity increases, some ancient lineages get closer in time to the modern
ones, although the mean age of both population samples stays the same. This
closeness in time of some ancient and modern lineages increases their
probability of coalescence and consequently diminishes the Fst between them.
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Spatiality especially matters when analyzing old prehistoric samples
The effects of population structure and sample heterogeneity are thus additive
with some level of variation depending on the amount of heterogeneity.
Importantly, the effects of both are stronger in populations with smaller gene
flow among sub‐populations or deme size (small Nm) than in populations with
large Nm (Figures 4A and 2B and D). This is important because the further back
in time we go, the smaller and more isolated the prehistoric populations were
(e.g., 43). For instance, Nm estimated in current hunter‐gatherer populations is <
10 (44). This suggests that taking into account the spatial distribution of lineages
is particularly important when investigating PC using prehistoric populations
(e.g., Paleolithic). In order to evaluate the effect of population size varying with
time, we simulated a “Neolithic” scenario where Nm is changing from a low value
of 5 to a larger value of 50 at a time corresponding roughly to the Neolithic
transition, approximately 10,000 years ago. We used a prehistoric population
sample at the first generation after this change (the beginning of the Neolithic
era). The results show that despite a high Nm (= 50) both at the time of the
prehistoric sample, taken at the beginning of the Neolithic era, and the modern
one, the distribution of Fst measured is between the distributions obtained for
Nm=5 and Nm=50, but closer to the former. Thus, even if current gene flow
and/or density is high, Fst is strongly affected by the ancient combination
between gene flow and density (Nm) just before the time of ancient sampling (in
this scenario, one generation before sampling) because it affects diversity. The
test for PC is thus strongly affected by ancient Nm, which means that taking into
account spatial structure is especially important in most situations when old
samples are analyzed.

Genetic effect of the Neolithic transition in Central Europe
Except in specific situations such as isolated islands, a population never evolves
for centuries without any genetic input from outside. In most cases, there is at
least some gene flow from neighboring populations, and this can extend to a full
genetic replacement in extreme cases of extermination caused by warfare or
disease. The question of population continuity or discontinuity does not have a
18
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simple, binary answer. In reality, population continuity may be partially
disrupted by migration and result in various amounts of genetic input (or
replacement). We thus took advantage of our approach to estimate the amount
of genetic replacement during the Neolithic period compatible with ancient
mtDNA data in central Europe, by simulating two layers of population in
SPLATCHE2, one representing PHG and the other one representing NFA, with
various levels of admixture between them (parameter γ). We estimated a genetic
contribution of Neolithic farmer immigrants, possibly from south‐eastern Europe
(17, 45, 46), to the modern Central European genetic pool of 91%, the rest being
transmitted by local PHG adopting farming. Our result may explain the genetic
shift reported between the Late Upper Paleolithic and the Neolithic in central
Europe (2) and the relative contribution of two divergent ancestry components
detected by genomic studies (10): the early European farmer (EEF) and the ‘west
European hunter‐gatherer’ (WHG). Note that we did not consider possible
Yamnaya migration from the Pontic steppes in our model (47). While full
population continuity (100% genetic contribution of PHG to the Neolithic
community) can be excluded, thus confirming the previous estimation by (2), a
PHG genetic legacy as high as 83% cannot. Our estimations give orders of
magnitude but show that the method is valuable when investigating past genetic
history of human populations. The estimation is done for mitochondrial DNA and
thus is valid for the female line only. The same kind of estimation applied to Y
chromosome data (if applicable in the future), may give a different answer (23).
Moreover, our future aim is to extend this approach to genome wide data in
order to precise the estimation.

Conclusion
Overall, our results underline the need to consider the spatial dynamics of genes
when analyzing ancient population samples, because the effects of the various
temporal and spatial processes in action (geography, migration, sampling) are
complex. Indeed, considering gene flow and population structure in the model
increases the expected genetic difference between serial samples compared to
previous non‐spatial approaches, while spatial diversity and temporal diversity
19
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within population samples also affect this differentiation in diverse ways. We
also demonstrated that by using a spatially‐explicit model when testing for
population continuity is valuable when analyzing samples drawn from small and
isolated populations. A spatially‐explicit model is thus especially suited to the
study of prehistoric populations. Despite we simulated mitochondrial diversity,
our main results are valid for any kind of comparison between serial molecular
samples and thus may be used to help interpreting results obtained from
genomic data. Applied to a real dataset from central Europe, our approach
confirms a partial genetic shift between Late Upper Palaeolithic and the Neolithic
(around 91%), but cannot totally reject a local hunter‐gatherer contribution as
high as 83%.
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